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Recruitment of Scribble to the Synaptic
Scaffolding Complex Requires GUK-holder,
a Novel DLG Binding Protein

efficient signal transmission at synaptic junctions. Re-
cent studies have identified synaptic scaffolding mole-
cules, which by virtue of their ability to simultaneously
bind several proteins, play crucial roles in the orchestra-
tion of structural and functional building blocks [1, 2].
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Boston, Massachusetts 02115 ciclin II [FasII]) [9] and a Shaker K� channel [10]. Such

arrangements may contribute to the functional coupling
of the respective MAGUK binding partners. For example,
simultaneous binding of NMDA receptors and a synapticSummary
Ras-GTPase activating protein (SynGAP) to PSD-95
could allow for the cooperative coupling of synapticBackground: Membrane-associated guanylate kinases
activity and Ras-mediated signaling pathways [6].(MAGUKs), such as Discs-Large (DLG), play critical roles

While the PDZ and SH3 domains of MAGUKs arein synapse maturation by regulating the assembly of
known to bind components required for synapse func-synaptic multiprotein complexes. Previous studies have
tion, the significance of the guanylate kinase-like (GUK)revealed a genetic interaction between DLG and another
domain has remained puzzling. Several studies suggestPDZ scaffolding protein, SCRIBBLE (SCRIB), during the
that it might act as a protein interaction domain. Forestablishment of cell polarity in developing epithelia. A
example, in mammals, this domain binds to GKAP/possible interaction between DLG and SCRIB at synap-
SAPAPs [11, 12], which are in turn linked to Shank/tic junctions has not yet been addressed. Likewise, the
ProSAP [13, 14]. It has also been reported to bindbiochemical nature of this interaction remains elusive,
MAP1A [15] to a kinesin-like protein [16], to SPAR, anraising questions regarding the mechanisms by which
actin cytoskeleton regulator [17], and to interact intra-the actions of both proteins are coordinated.
molecularly with the SH3 domain [18–20].

In Drosophila, dlg mutants in which the GUK domainResults: Here we report the isolation of a new DLG-
is absent exhibit abnormalities in synapse structure [21].interacting protein, GUK-holder, that interacts with the
Moreover, transgenic DLG lacking the GUK domain failsGUK domain of DLG and which is dynamically ex-
to localize at synapses when expressed in a dlg mutantpressed during synaptic bouton budding. We also show
background [22]. These findings imply that the GUKthat at Drosophila synapses DLG colocalizes with SCRIB
domain is required for a synaptic function and targetingand that this colocalization is likely to be mediated by
of DLG. To gain further insight on how the GUK domaindirect interactions between GUKH and the PDZ2 domain
of DLG exerts its various functions, we searched forof SCRIB. We show that DLG, GUKH, and SCRIB form
proteins interacting with this domain. We report the iso-a tripartite complex at synapses, in which DLG and
lation of GUK-holder, a novel synaptic protein containingGUKH are required for the proper synaptic localization
a WH1/EVH1-like domain in its N-terminal half and aof SCRIB.
PDZ binding motif at its C terminus. We demonstrate
that GUKH is expressed in a dynamic fashion during

Conclusions: Our results provide a mechanism by synaptic bouton formation. In addition, we show that it
which developmentally important PDZ-mediated com- also binds to a PDZ domain of Scribble (SCRIB), a tumor
plexes are associated at the synapse. suppressor protein that has previously been shown to

genetically interact with DLG in developing epithelia [23,
Introduction 24], thus physically linking DLG to SCRIB. Indeed, our

coimmunoprecipitation analyses together with immuno-
A precise spatial arrangement of proteins at both the cytochemical studies on wild-type and mutant larvae
pre- and postsynaptic membranes underlies the highly provide strong evidence that DLG, GUKH, and SCRIB

exist in a tripartite complex at the NMJ. Most notably,
we found that normal GUKH function was required for4 Correspondence: vbudnik@bio.umass.edu

5 These authors contributed equally to this work. the synaptic localization of SCRIB.
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Figure 1. GUKH Is a Novel Synaptic Protein
that Interacts with DLG

(A) Schematic representation of chromo-
somal region 91E according to the BDGP da-
tabase [27] (for a more detailed representa-
tion, see http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu/.bin/
fbgrmap?spp�fly&chr�3R&self�1&range�

4670844). The actual gukh gene covers three
adjacent conceptual genes (represented by
arrows). Arrowheads mark P insertions gukhJ3

and gukh2 that affect gukh expression. The P
element in gukhJ3 was mapped to a large 3�

intron of conceptual gene CG17836.
(B) Exon-intron organization of gukh and de-
duced protein structure. Exons E1-E6 are in-
dicated by boxes, with coding regions in
black. At least two isoforms (S and L) can be
generated due to alternative splicing of exon
5. The L isoform of GUKH is shown in align-
ment to E1-E6. All clones that were isolated
in the yeast two-hybrid screen map to E6 and
are indicated by black lines. “P” indicates a
PEST sequence within the GUK-holding do-
main. Gray lines below the protein diagram
indicate regions with homology to Kelch.
(C) Interaction between the C terminus of
GUKH (GUKH-C) and the GUK domain of
DLG, as demonstrated with the yeast two-
hybrid assay. “�” and “�” signs denote the
strength of the interaction (see Table 1, legend).
(D) GUKH was immunoprecipitated with
GUKH antibodies from larval body wall mus-
cle extracts, and the immunoblots were probed
sequentially with anti-GUKH, anti-DLG, and

anti-eGFP antibodies. The lanes represent extracts from wild-type (lane1), wild-type expressing eGFP-GUKH-C (lane 2), and dlgXI-2 (lane 3).
Note that in the wild-type expressing GUKH-C, both endogenous (110 kDa) and eGFP-tagged transgenic GUKH-C (90 kDa) are immunoprecipi-
tated with the GUKH antibody. In dlgXI-2 mutants, levels of endogenous GUKH are normal, but DLG coimmunoprecipitation is not observed.

Results quences or transmembrane domains, consistent with it
being intracellular. A homology search revealed a region
with similarity to the WH1/EVH1 domain of the Drosoph-Identification of GUKH, a Novel

DLG-Interacting Partner ila homolog of Suppressor of cAR (SCAR; 32% identity;
54% similarity) [27] and its murine ortholog WAVE-1 [28,To understand the functional significance of the GUK

domain of DLG, we searched for binding partners of this 29]. Moreover, a region of moderate homology to the
Drosophila actin binding protein Kelch is found withindomain using a yeast two-hybrid screen [25]. We used

the GUK domain of DLG (amino acids 765–960; [26]) as the C-terminal half of GUKH [30]. This region of GUKH
also includes a predicted PEST sequence. The DLGbait to screen a late embryonic stage Drosophila cDNA

library. Thirty-eight interacting clones were recovered binding region of GUKH maps to the C-terminal third of
the protein, as deduced from the overlapping cDNAsfrom this screen, and from these, nine were overlapping

cDNAs representing a single novel gene, which we obtained from the yeast two-hybrid screen. Notably,
GUKH terminates in the potential PDZ binding motifnamed GUK-holder (GUKH) (Figure 1).

To characterize the gukh transcription unit, we per- tETAL ( [31]; Figure 1B).
To determine the precise regions of interaction be-formed a database analysis and identified several over-

lapping expressed sequence tag (EST) clones. Further tween the two proteins, deletion constructs of the DLG
GUK domain and of the GUKH C terminus were gener-sequencing of these EST clones and alignment with the

genomic region indicated that the gukh transcription ated and assayed for binding using the yeast two-hybrid
assay (Figure 1C). Nearly the entire GUK domain is nec-unit covers three conceptual genes predicted by the

BDGP database (CG5456, CG14288, and CG6003), essary for an interaction with GUKH, as deletion of more
than 15 residues from either end resulted in a loss ofthereby comprising at least six exons spread over a 38

Kb region (Figures 1A and 1B). The deduced protein binding. A construct encompassing the last 156 amino
acids of GUKH (amino acids 888–1044) was sufficientsequence comprises 1044 residues, with a calculated

molecular weight of 111.4 kDa (Figure 1B; long isoform, to mediate binding to the GUK domain of DLG, defining
this region as the GUK-holding domain (Figure 1B).“L”). In addition, we found that some EST clones repre-

sent an alternatively spliced transcript missing the fifth
exon, suggesting the existence of a C-terminally trun- GUKH Interacts with DLG In Vivo

We generated an affinity-purified polyclonal antiserumcated isoform (Figure 1B, short isoform, “S”; 534 amino
acids, 57.6 kDa). directed against the last 238 C-terminal amino acids of

GUKH (GUKH-C). In Western blots from body wall mus-The predicted GUKH protein exhibited no signal se-
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Figure 2. GUKH Is Expressed at Synaptic
Boutons Where It Colocalizes with DLG at
Bouton Borders

(A and D) GUKH immunoreactivity at the NMJ
in a stage 17 embryo shown in preparations
double labeled with (B) anti-HRP and (E) anti-
DLG. (C) and (F) are merged images from (A)
and (B) and from (D) and (E), respectively.
Note that at this stage GUKH immunoreactiv-
ity is presynaptic. (G and J) GUKH immunore-
activity in (G) a mid first instar and (J) a third
instar larval NMJ double stained with (H and
K) anti-DLG. (I) and (L) are merged images
from (G) and (H) and from (J) and (K), respec-
tively. Scale bar represents 12 �m in (A)–(F)
and 9 �m in (G)–(I).

cle extracts, the antibody detected a single band of [32]. However, while DLG immunoreactivity is found
throughout a large extent of the postsynaptic junctional�110 kDa, consistent with the predicted size of the L

isoform of GUKH. Moreover, anti-GUKH immunoreactiv- region (SSR), typically, GUKH immunoreactivity is dis-
tributed in interrupted patches along the synapse borderity was reduced at the NMJs or CNS of the hypomorphic

gukh mutants gukhJ3E1and gukh2, eliminated in gukh2EM9 that usually extend a short way into the bouton interior.
These observations together with the protein interactionembryos, and enhanced upon overexpression of a gukh

transgene, confirming the specificity of the antibody. studies provide strong evidence for a direct interaction
between GUKH and DLG at the NMJ.To establish that DLG and GUKH interact in vivo, we

performed a coimmunoprecipitation of body wall muscle GUKH immunoreactivity is also found in the embry-
onic and larval CNS and asymmetrically distributed inextracts using GUKH antibody. In wild-type, DLG-spe-

cific bands at 97 and 116 kDa coprecipitated with the neuroblasts (see the Supplementary Material available
with this article online for a short description of GUKH110 kDa GUKH band, suggesting that GUKH exists in

the same complex as DLG (Figure 1D, lane 1). In con- expression at these sites).
trast, DLG was not coimmunoprecipitated from dlgXI-2

mutants that lack the GUK domain (Figure 1D, lane 3). Differential Localization of GUKH and DLG
during Bouton BuddingTogether, these results strongly suggest that GUKH

binds to the GUK domain of DLG in vivo. Comparison of GUKH and DLG distribution at synaptic
boutons revealed that, although both proteins colocalizeWe next addressed the question of a possible interac-

tion between DLG and GUKH at synaptic sites by exam- at bouton borders, they also show distinctly comple-
mentary patterns during bouton budding. Larval NMJsining the colocalization of the proteins through develop-

ment. GUKH makes its first appearance presynaptically expand during development to compensate for an in-
crease in muscle size [33, 34]. This expansion involvesat the NMJ during embryonic stage 17 where it overlaps

with the neuronal marker, anti-HRP (Figures 2A–2C), and an enhancement in bouton and active zone number,
which serves to maintain synaptic strength despite thewith DLG (Figures 2D–2F; [32]). At this time, GUKH is

distributed throughout the developing boutons. During changes in muscle size. The process of NMJ expansion
occurs by the formation of new boutons that bud offthe first larval instar, the protein becomes enriched at the

rim of the boutons in colocalization with DLG (Figures from existing boutons, as has been described both in
vivo and in fixed NMJs [35].2G–2I). This pattern is maintained through late larval

development (Figures 2J–2L). Interestingly, a similar de- We found that GUKH was enriched at budding bou-
tons where it filled the entire bud, in contrast to its morevelopmental pattern of expression is observed for DLG
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peripheral distribution in the mature boutons (Figure 3). MAGUKs and GKAP [11, 12]. Moreover, while GUKH and
To compare the distribution of GUKH and DLG during GKAP do not share significant sequence homology, both
bouton budding, we acquired complete confocal Z se- proteins terminate in a similar tS/TXV/L/I PDZ binding
ries of synaptic boutons and analyzed their expression motif (i.e., tETAL versus tQTRL; [31]). In fact, GKAP pro-
in single slices (n � 39 buds). Figures 3A–3C show a teins link the GUK domain of PSD-95/SAP90 to the PDZ
single slice from the midline of a bouton in a first instar domain of Shank/ProSAP [14, 36]. By analogy, we in-
larva. Analysis of GUKH and DLG expression during this ferred that GUKH might link DLG to other PDZ domain-
process revealed that the distribution of both proteins containing proteins. Recent studies have revealed that
changed at different stages of bouton budding, consis- at epithelia DLG exists in a complex with Scribble
tent with a strikingly dynamic expression. (SCRIB), a protein comprising 16 leucine-rich repeats

During the stage of protrusion, GUKH was highly en- followed by four PDZ domains [23, 24]. However, the
riched in the core of the protruding bud (Figure 3A, #1). molecular nature of this interaction remained elusive. In
At the same stage, DLG immunoreactivity decreased at this study, we performed a coimmunoprecipitation
the site of protrusion and became strong at the borders assay on body wall muscle extracts using a SCRIB-
immediately adjacent to the site of low DLG (Figure 3B). specific antibody [23]. We found that anti-SCRIB effi-
Throughout this stage, GUKH and DLG colocalized at ciently coimmunoprecipitated DLG from wild-type but
the bouton border, except for the leading edge of the not from a severe hypomorphic scrib allele (Figure 4A,
protrusion, where DLG was low (Figure 3C). lanes 1 and 4). This indicates that, similar to the case

Once the bud separated from the parent bouton, in epithelia, DLG and SCRIB may exist in a complex at
GUKH remained enriched in the bud but disappeared

the NMJ. In line with this finding, SCRIB exhibits striking
from the neck of the bud (Figure 3A, #2). In contrast,

colocalization with DLG at type I boutons (Figure 4B).DLG completely disappeared from the distal border of
We next assessed whether GUKH might provide athe bud and became highly enriched at the neck of the

physical link between DLG and SCRIB. Indeed, we de-bud (Figure 3B). As the bud takes on a distinctly bouton-
tected GUKH in anti-SCRIB immunoprecipitates fromlike morphology (Figure 3A, # 3), the distribution of
wild-type but not from scrib mutant extracts. (Figure 4A,GUKH and DLG is similar to a mature bouton, i.e., both
lanes 1 and 4). Moreover, immunoprecipitation of DLGproteins localize at the periphery of the bouton. How-
by anti-SCRIB antibodies from a hypomorphic gukh al-ever, GUKH is still substantially enriched at the distal
lele (see below) was dramatically reduced (Figure 4A,border of the nascent bouton (Figure 3A, #3). Similar
lane 2).observations were made in NMJ from older larva, and

To investigate the possibility that the interaction be-Figures 3D–3F show a very early stage of bud formation
tween GUKH and SCRIB might be direct, we used theas a nub of GUKH immunoreactivity protrudes from the
yeast two-hybrid assay, which showed that GUKH spe-surrounding DLG. Thus, GUKH and DLG appear to be
cifically interacted with the PDZ2 domain of SCRIB butdynamically localized during bouton budding, overlap-
not with either its PDZ3-4 or its LRR motifs (Table 1).ping at the edges but being complementary at the buds.
The interaction between GUKH and the PDZ2 domain
of SCRIB was mediated by the C terminus of GUKH, asGUKH Interacts with Scribble,
just the ten last amino acids of GUKH were sufficientAnother PDZ Protein

The interaction of DLG and GUKH is reminiscent of the for this interaction. Deletion of the last 23 amino acids
interaction between the GUK domain of mammalian of GUKH (GUKH-�C) prevented the interaction with the

PDZ2 domain of SCRIB. Moreover, when the ten amino
acid peptide contained a mutation (L→A) at the
C-terminal residue, it failed to interact with PDZ2 (Table
1). In addition, the last ten amino acids of Shaker K�

channel, which strongly binds to PDZ1-2 of DLG [10],
failed to bind PDZ2 of SCRIB, demonstrating a degree
of ligand specificity (Table 1). In contrast, constructs
encompassing PDZ1-2 or PDZ3 of DLG failed to bind
GUKH (Table 1). Together, the localization, immunopre-
cipitation, and yeast two-hybrid studies strongly sug-
gest that DLG, GUKH, and SCRIB may form a tripartite
complex in which GUKH serves as a physical link be-
tween DLG and SCRIB.

Isolation of gukh Mutants
The gukh gene was mapped to position 91E on the right

Figure 3. GUKH and DLG Are Dynamically Expressed during Bouton arm of the third chromosome by in situ hybridization in
Budding agreement with the database. Within this region, we
(A–C) First instar NMJs showing three budding boutons (“1,” “2,” identified two homozygous viable P element insertions
and “3”), double labeled with (A and D) anti-GUKH and (B and E) (see Experimental Procedures) subsequently referred
anti-DLG. (C) and (F) are merged images from (A) and (B) and from (D) to as gukhJ3 and gukh2 that exhibited a moderate but
and (E), respectively. Numbers 1–3 in (A) indicate stages of bouton

significant decrease in GUKH immunoreactivity at larvalbudding (1, protrusion; 2, bud separation; 3, new bouton formation).
NMJs or CNS. Using inverse PCR, we determined thatArrow in (B) and (F) points to low DLG levels at the site of bouton

protrusion. Scale bar represents 1.5 �m in (A)–(C) and 3 �m in (D)–(E). in gukhJ3 and gukh2 the P elements were inserted �60
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Figure 4. DLG and SCRIB Colocalize at the
NMJ; and GUKH, DLG, and SCRIB Exist in a
Tripartite Complex

(A) Body wall muscle extracts were immuno-
precipitated with anti-SCRIB antibodies, and
the immunoblots were sequentially probed
with anti-SCRIB (top), anti-GUKH (middle),
and anti-DLG (bottom). Lanes correspond to
body wall muscle extracts from wild-type
(lane 1), gukhJ3E1/Df (lane 2), dlgXI-2 (lane 3),
and scrib2/Df (lane 4). Molecular weights at
the right of each blot are expressed in kDa.
(B) Type I synaptic boutons of wild-type third
instar body wall muscles stained with (top)
anti-SCRIB and (middle) anti-DLG. (Bottom)
Merged image of the top and middle panels
showing DLG and SCRIB colocalization.

kb and 380 bp, respectively, upstream from the tran- CaMKII revealed no significant changes in their distribu-
tion in gukh mutants.scriptional start site of gukh (Figure 1A). Several genes

are predicted to lie in-between the P insertion in gukhJ3 In contrast, dramatic changes in the synaptic distribu-
tion of SCRIB were observed in gukh mutants. In wild-and the first exon of gukh. We suggest that both P

insertions affect regulatory elements required for proper type larvae, SCRIB tightly colocalizes with DLG at type
I boutons (Figure 4B). Interestingly, SCRIB immunoreac-gukh expression. To test whether the P insertions were

responsible for the reduction of GUKH immunoreactiv- tivity was much less intense, appearing dramatically
mislocalized or not as tightly concentrated at the rim ofity, we generated additional alleles by P element exci-

sion. One new allele, gukhJ3E1, resulted from an imprecise type I boutons in gukhJ3E1 homozygotes, in gukhJ3E1/Df,
and in gukh2 (Figure 5E; Table 2). The decrease in synap-excision which caused a deletion of �5 kb. Both homo-

zygous and hemizygous gukhJ3E1 flies exhibited de- tic SCRIB localization in both the P element insertion
allele (gukhJ3) and in the more severe excision allelecreased viability and, most notably, a further reduction in

GUKH immunoreactivity as compared to gukhJ3 (Figures (gukhJ3E1) was specific, as targeted expression of a UAS-
gukh-c transgene rescued the mislocalization of SCRIB5A–5C; Table 2). In contrast, synaptic GUKH immunore-

activity was reverted to wild-type levels in another allele, (Figure 5F), and synaptic SCRIB localization was re-
stored in gukhrev and gukh2revEM30 (Table 2).gukhrev, in which the P element was excised precisely.

In the case of gukh2, imprecise excision of the P element To determine if GUKH is required pre- or postsynapti-
cally to maintain normal SCRIB localization at synapticresulted in complete elimination of GUKH immunoreac-

tivity in the embryo (data not shown), but this mutation boutons, we used Gal4 drivers BG487 to target muscle-
specific GUKH-C expression and C380 to drive transgenicwas lethal prior to hatching.
expression in the motorneurons [37]. The UAS-gukh-c
transgene encodes an amino-terminally truncated variantGUKH Is Required to Localize the PDZ-Containing

Protein SCRIBBLE of GUKH (aa 652–1044), which lacks the WH1 domain
but still contains the DLG and SCRIB binding motifs.To understand the role of GUKH at synapses, we exam-

ined the morphology of gukhJ3, gukhJ3E1, gukhJ3E1/ As indicated by increased immunoreactivity, GUKH-C
became localized to type I boutons upon both pre- andDf(3R)Cha7, and gukh2 NMJs. No noticeable defects in

synaptic bouton number and morphology were found postsynaptic expression (data not shown). Surprisingly,
we found that driving GUKH-C in motorneurons wasupon examining preparations stained with the presynap-

tic marker anti-HRP. Similarly, immunocytochemical sufficient to rescue the abnormal SCRIB localization in
gukhJ3E1 mutants (Figure 5F; Table 2). However, drivinganalysis of the distribution of several synaptic proteins,

including FasII (Figures 5G and 5H), DLG, synapsin, cys- GUKH-C in the muscles alone was much less effective
in rescuing SCRIB localization at type I boutons. Theteine string protein (CSP), and synaptotagmin and

Table 1. Yeast Two-Hybrid of DLG, GUKH, and SCRIB

GUKH GUKH�C PLPPSFETAL PLPPSFETAA ALAVSIETDV No Insert

GUK (DLG) ��� � �

PDZ1-2 (DLG) � ��� �

PDZ3 (DLG) � �

LRR (SCRIB) �

PDZ1-2 (SCRIB) ��� ���

PDZ3-4 (SCRIB) � � � �

PDZ1 (SCRIB) ��� ���

PDZ2 (SCRIB) ��� � �� � � �

No insert � � � � �

���, positive �-gal reaction within 40 min. ��, positive �-gal reaction between 40 and 60 min. �, positive �-gal reaction between 60 and
80 min. �, positive �-gal reaction after 80 min.
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Figure 6. Relative SCRIB, GUKH, and DLG Signal at Type I Synaptic
Boutons

Representative images of synaptic boutons in wild-type (A), gukhJ3E1/
Df (B), dlgXI-2 (C), and scrib2/Df (D) stained with anti-SCRIB (top),
anti-GUKH (middle), and anti-DLG (bottom). Scale bar, 7.5 �m.

Figure 5. gukh Is Required for the Synaptic Localization of SCRIB Discussion
(A–C) GUKH immunoreactivity at type I boutons of (A) wild-type, (B)
gukhJ3, and (C) gukhJ3E1/Df, showing a decrease in immunoreactivity Our previous studies have demonstrated that DLG is
levels in the gukh mutants. essential to cluster Shaker K� channels and the cell
(D–F) Type I synaptic boutons immunostained with anti-SCRIB anti-

adhesion molecule FasII, and mutations in dlg result inbodies, showing its synaptic localization in (D) wild-type, (E) its
abnormal development of synapse structure [9, 10, 21].abnormal clustering at synapses of gukhJ3E1 mutants, and (F) the
In our quest to understand the nature of the enigmaticrescue of this abnormal clustering in gukh mutants by presynaptic

expression of GUKH-C. GUK domain of DLG, in this study we identified GUKH,
(G and H) Anti-FasII staining at (G) wild-type and (H) gukhJ3E1/Df a novel synaptic protein that binds to this domain of
mutant boutons. Note that FasII staining is not altered in gukh mu- DLG. We further demonstrated that both DLG and GUKH
tants. Scale bar, 17 �m.

are required for synaptic localization of another scaffold-
ing protein, SCRIB.

reduced rescue observed with postsynaptic expression Together, our yeast two-hybrid, coimmunoprecipita-
might be due to the lack of the amino-terminal region tion, and colocalization studies provide compelling evi-
of the transgene. dence that GUKH interacts with DLG in vivo. This inter-

We next determined whether mutations in dlg affect action is mediated by a region near the C terminus of
the synaptic localization of SCRIB or GUKH. In dlgX1-2 GUKH. However, as revealed by genetic analysis, the
mutants, SCRIB was mislocalized to an extent similar synaptic localization of GUKH does not depend on DLG.
to that observed in gukh mutants (Figures 6B and 6C, This suggests that domains other than the DLG inter-
top), and this effect was enhanced in dlg;gukh double acting motif may mediate its synaptic localization. For
mutants (data not shown). Thus, both DLG and GUKH instance, the single WH1-like domain of GUKH might
are required for normal SCRIB localization at NMJs. This interact directly or indirectly with the synaptic cytoskele-
relationship is unidirectional, since both DLG and GUKH ton. WH1 domains in other proteins bind F-actin, actin-
immunoreactivities remained unaltered at NMJs in scrib2 associated proteins such as zyxin, vinculin, and profilin
mutant larvae (Figure 6D, middle and bottom). A simple [38, 39], or the spectrin-bound scaffolding protein
explanation for the mislocalization of SCRIB in dlgX1-2 Shank/ProSAP [36, 40]. Association of GUKH with cy-
mutants would be that DLG recruits GUKH to the NMJ. toskeletal elements might also be mediated by those
However, we found that GUKH immunoreactivity was sequences that exhibit moderate similarity to the actin

binding protein Kelch [30].normal in dlgX1-2 mutants (Figure 6C, middle).

Table 2. Intensity of SCRIB and GUKH Staining in gukh Mutants

Genotype SCRIB n Genotype GUKH n

Wild-type 3.7 � 0.12 52/4 wild-type 4.4 � 0.38 111/5
gukhJ3E1 2.0 � 0.06 46/3 gukhJ3E1 3.4 � 0.35 47/4
gukhJ3E1 � presynaptic GUKH-C 3.0 � 0.2 38/4 gukhJ3E1/Df 2.8 � 0.26 97/6
gukhJ3E1 � postsynaptic GUKH-C 2.4 � 0.15 55/4 gukhrev 4.1 � 0.27 143/9

Numbers under SCRIB and GUKH column represent signal to noise ratio (see Experimental Procedures). Numbers under n represent number
of boutons/number of larvae.
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The GUK domain of DLG and related MAGUKs is enzy- cate that GUKH activity is required only temporarily and/
or in a locally restricted fashion to prime a secondarymatically inactive and may have evolved as a protein-

protein interaction domain. A number of vertebrate GUK mechanism by which SCRIB becomes associated with
the SSR, e.g., through a more direct interaction withdomain binding partners, including GKAP, MAP1A, the

kinesin GAKIN, and the Rap-specific GTPase activating DLG. Interestingly, presynaptic expression of GUKH-C
was largely sufficient to restore postsynaptic SCRIB lo-protein SPAR, have been identified [11, 15, 16]. Although

these proteins are structurally quite diverse, a common calization at gukh mutant NMJs. Together, these obser-
vations suggest a second, more indirect mechanism bytheme appears to be their association with the cy-

toskeleton. which GUKH contributes to the recruitment of SCRIB
to the postsynaptic SSR and which may involve trans-While an association of GUKH with the actin-based

synaptic cytoskeleton currently remains hypothetical, synaptic signaling.
we could demonstrate that the C-terminal tETAL motif
specifically binds to the second PDZ domain of SCRIB. Conclusion
Anatomical and biochemical experiments suggest that Our studies provide evidence for one mechanism by
in vivo, DLG, SCRIB, and GUKH may exist in the same which scaffolding proteins with different interaction do-
complex at the NMJ. Alternatively, the three proteins mains may be linked to form a network of multiprotein
could interact pairwise, forming separate heterodimers. complexes. GUKH, in physically linking DLG and SCRIB,
Since GUKH was found to still localize normally at dlg can therefore bring together these complexes and their
mutant NMJs, we propose that DLG and GUKH act in associated proteins. Since a single protein forms this
concert rather than in a hierarchical manner to recruit link, it would be a straightforward point at which to also
SCRIB. As a possible mechanism, binding to the GUK separate the complexes, along with their actions, to
domain of DLG could cause sterical changes in GUKH, regulate different aspects of synapse formation. Exam-
such that the tETAL motif becomes available for interac- ples would be during synapse stabilization and during
tion with SCRIB. A caveat to this study is that we used synapse growth through bouton budding. Thus, our
hypomorphic gukh mutants, and therefore, a require- work provides a means by which macromolecular com-
ment of GUKH in DLG localization cannot be ruled out. plexes can mediate and finely tune various structural

The presence of multiple protein-protein interaction changes at the highly dynamic structure of the synapse.
domains in both DLG and SCRIB suggests that GUKH
may link two different multiprotein complexes in a de- Experimental Procedures
fined spatial arrangement. This is reminiscent of the

Fliescoupling of NMDA receptors and metabotropic gluta-
We used the following fly strains: (1) mutations in gukh (P[hs neo]142;mate receptors at mammalian PSDs through a quater-
gukhJ3, a P[Gal4] derivative of P[hs neo]142 obtained by exchang-

nary complex formed by PSD-95, GKAP, Shank/ProSAP, ing P[hs neo]142 by P[Gal4] according to [41]; gukhJ3E1 and
and Homer [36]. gukhrev, generated by excision of gukhJ3; gukh2 (w1118; P{w�

While DLG and SCRIB are colocalized along the rims mGT�GT1}CG5456BG02660); gukh2EM9 generated by excision of
gukh2; gukh2revEM30, Df(3R)Cha7 and Df(3R)Dl-KX23 (deficiencies ofof synaptic boutons, which, as previously demonstrated
the 91E region); (2) a mutation in dlg (dlgXI-2 ) [9, 21]; (3) mutationsfor DLG, comprises both the presynaptic membrane and
in scrib (scrib1, scrib2, and Df(3R)T1-x, a deficiency of the scribthe SSR, GUKH intersected that region only in a narrow
region); [23, 24]; (4) Gal4 driver strains (BG487 and C380) [37]; (5) UAS

strip. Yet, in budding boutons, GUKH displayed a com- constructs (UAS-GUKH-C and UAS-eGFP-GUKH-C), generated by
plementary pattern to DLG. These observations suggest germline transformation, and UAS-SCRIB [23]; (6) the wild-type
that GUKH may not be continuously bound to DLG but strain Canton S (CS).
rather may be involved in transient interactions. The

Yeast Two-Hybrid Analysisprocess of bouton budding is a dynamic process that
The Clontech Matchmaker LexA Two-Hybrid System was used ac-is characterized by equally dynamic changes in both
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. A late embryonic cDNAGUKH and DLG distribution. The accumulation of GUKH
library cloned into the pB42AD plasmid was transformed into yeastat the core of budding boutons and the disappearance
strain EGY48 carrying the reporter plasmid p8op-lacZ (EGY48p[8op-

of DLG at the border of buds suggest that both proteins lacZ]). A bait consisting of the DLG GUK domain (amino acids 765–
serve different roles during this process. Interestingly, 961) inserted into the pLexA vector was used to screen 1.625 	 107

cDNAs. Positive clones were selected on the basis of activation ofFasII, a molecule that mediates synapse stabilization
the LEU2 and LacZ reporter genes [10]. Strength of interaction wasbut that also imposes an adhesive constraint on synaptic
determined by time elapsed from application of the colorimetricgrowth [34], faithfully resembles the changes in distribu-
substrate (X-Gal) to the onset of the color reaction.tion of DLG during budding [35], consistent with a role

of DLG in synaptic localization [9]. The presence of
Immunocytochemistry and Generation of GUKH Antibodies

GUKH at budding regions may represent a role for this The following antibodies were used [37]: rabbit or rat anti-DLGPDZ
protein in destabilizing regions of the synaptic bouton, [37] (1:40,000 and 1:1,000); anti-FasII [37] (1:4000); anti-SCRIB [24]
thereby allowing for bud formation. (1:1000); anti-GUKH (1:400); anti-synaptotagmin (1:200) [42]; anti-

CSP (DCSP-2; 1:200) [43]; anti-synapsin (synorf1; 1:10) [44]; anti-In contrast to GUKH, SCRIB was expressed through-
HRP (Sigma; 1:400); FITC or Texas red-conjugated secondaryout the SSR in exact colocalization with DLG. Nonethe-
antibodies (Jackson Labs; 1:200). The GUKH antibody was gener-less, SCRIB localization at distal regions of the SSR was
ated from amino acids 806–1044 of GUKH by immunization of rabbitsalso affected in gukh mutants. In fact, considering the
and rats with His-tagged protein. The rabbit antiserum was affinity

hypomorphic character of the gukh alleles that were purified (Sigma-Genosys, Inc). Immunocytochemistry for each anti-
used in this study, the effect on SCRIB localization ap- body and genotype was performed in a minimum of ten samples.

For quantification of staining intensities (Table 2), samples werepears remarkably strong. This observation might indi-
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processed simultaneously and imaged using the confocal micro- Mishina, M., Bito, H., and Narumiya, S. (1999). Citron, a Rho-
target, interacts with PSD-95/SAP-90 at glutamatergic syn-scope, using identical acquisition parameters. Background intensity

(noise) was measured in NIH Image by tracing a line of 100 �m apses in the thalamus. J. Neurosci. 19, 109–118.
8. Irie, M., Hata, Y., Takeuchi, M., Ichtchenko, K., Toyoda, A., Hirao,across the muscle in a region devoid of boutons and measuring

mean intensity (in 0–256 grayscale). Signal intensity at boutons was K., Takai, Y., Rosahl, T.W., and Sudhof, T.C. (1997). Binding of
neuroligins to PSD-95. Science 277, 1511–1515.determined by tracing four lines at 90
 to each other from the center

of the bouton to the end of the bouton rim and measuring the 9. Thomas, U., Kim, E., Kuhlendahl, S., Koh, Y.H., Gundelfinger,
E.D., Sheng, M., Garner, C.C., and Budnik, V. (1997). Synapticmaximum signal intensity (in a 0–256 grayscale). The mean of the

four measurements was divided by the noise to obtain number in clustering of the cell adhesion molecule fasciclin II by discs-
large and its role in the regulation of presynaptic structure.Table 2. Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test.
Neuron 19, 787–799.

10. Tejedor, F.J., Bokhari, A., Rogero, O., Gorczyca, M., Zhang, J.,Immunoprecipitations
Kim, E., Sheng, M., and Budnik, V. (1997). Essential role for dlgPreparations (30 to 50) (consisting of body wall muscles, NMJs, and
in synaptic clustering of Shaker K� channels in vivo. J. Neu-CNS) were processed for immunoprecipitation as in [9]. Immunopre-
rosci. 17, 152–159.cipitations were performed with anti-SCRIB (5 �l undiluted) or anti-

11. Kim, E., Naisbitt, S., Hsueh, Y.P., Rao, A., Rothschild, A., Craig,GUKH (10 �l undiluted).
A.M., and Sheng, M. (1997). GKAP, a novel synaptic protein that
interacts with the guanylate kinase-like domain of the PSD-95/Inverse PCR
SAP90 family of channel clustering molecules. J. Cell Biol. 136,Genomic DNA from gukhJ3 was digested with Sau3AI and self-
669–678.ligated. A 600 bp P element flanking fragment was then amplified

12. Takeuchi, M., Hata, Y., Hirao, K., Toyoda, A., Irie, M., and Takai,from the self-ligated genomic DNA by using the P[GawB] forward
Y. (1997). SAPAPs. A family of PSD-95/SAP90-associated pro-and reverse primers CGCTGTCTCACTCAGACTCAATAC and AACC
teins localized at postsynaptic density. J. Biol. Chem. 272,CTTAGCATGTCCGTGG and sequenced.
11943–11951.

13. Naisbitt, S., Kim, E., Tu, J.C., Xiao, B., Sala, C., Valtschanoff,Supplementary Material
J., Weinberg, R.J., Worley, P.F., and Sheng, M. (1999). Shank,Supplementary Material including additional methodological details
a novel family of postsynaptic density proteins that binds to theand figures showing GUKH immunoreactivity during embryonic de-
NMDA receptor/PSD-95/GKAP complex and cortactin. Neuronvelopment, GUKH immunoreactivity in chordotonal organs and epi-
23, 569–582.thelial cells, and GUKH expression in the larval CNS and eye disc
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